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PART I.

OVERTURE...." Le B aruffe Chiozz o tte ".... S inigaglia
(First time at these Concerts.)

Amongst modern Italian composers Leone Sinigaglia is conspicuous
through the purity of his ideals and the sincerity of his expression.
Born at Turin, in the year 1868, Sinigaglia eventually came under
Teutonic influences and pursued liis studies in Germany, to which we
may perhaps trace much of his devotion to purely instrumental and
symphonic forms of composition.

The work here brought to notice is the instrumental prelude to
Goldoni's comedy of the same title. Comedy, however, as here expressed
through the music, never runs to mere burlesque, for the humour
throughout all its alternations of vigour and delicacy is the humour
that possesses point, whilst at periods it melts or merges into a vein
that is tender and pensive. Something of this nature is, in fact, evident
even in tire main theme, with which the work immediately opens

(Allegro con spirito), for there the full vigour of an abrupt fortissimo
rapidly sinks to a delicate caprice, passes through just a strain of
wistfulness, and, after a momentary stress, eventually terminates
pianissimo. In like manner the exposition of the theme is further
extended, until anticipatory phrases of the second principal theme are
heard ; and when this appears in its full and complete form it is given
out in the peculiarly plaintive tones of the oboe. A brief and furious
outburst momentarily disturbs the romance, though the music im¬
mediately resumes its former pensive beauty. So the section continues
and a strain of deeper and stronger feeling is imparted towards the
close through a single new phrase that occurs twice. The coda is a
fantastic little dance-measure, in thirds, that leads directly into the
development section. Here all previous influences commingle and
expand, passing through new lights and phases, and presenting
charming and capricious changes of humour. What stands lor the
reprise of the work is really an extended coda, based mainly upon the
opening theme, through which the music then draws to a close in
strains of a surprising vitality and brilliance.

[H. McC.
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and Gavotte (from Manon)
Madame Acktk

Je marche sur tous les chemins
Aussi bien qu'une souveraine,

On s'incline, on baise ma main,
Car par la beauté je suis reine !

Mes chevaux courent à grands pas
Devant ma vie aventureuse ;

Les grands s'avancent chapeau bas.
Je suis belle, je suis heureuse !

Autour de moi tout doit fleurir !

Je vais à tout ce qui m'attire !
Et si Manon devait jamais mourir,

Ce serait, mes amis, dans un éclat de rir

Obéissons, quand leur voix appelle,
Aux tendres amours toujours

Tant que vous êtes belle,
Usez, sans les compter, vos jours.

Profitons bien de la jeunesse,
Des jours qu'amène le printemps ;

Aimons, chantons, rions sans cesse,
Nous n'avons encor' que vingt ans !

Le cœur, hélas ! le plus fidèle,
Oublie un jour l'amour,

Et la jeunesse ouvrant son aibe
A disparu sans retour,

Profitons bien de la jeunesse,
Bien court, hélas, est le printemps

Aimons, chantons, rions sans cesse,
Nous n'aurons pas toujours vingt ans !
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English Version.

An Empress am I in my way !
I conquer where'er I'm seen,

None so great but homage must pay !
Of love I'm the absolute queen !

All things around me are gay !
My fancy alone I obey !

And when life has 110 joys for me to sip,
I'll say farewell, good friends, with laughter

on my lip.

List ! 'tis the voice of youth that calleth,
Teaching that ye love for aye ;

And, ere the pride' of beauty falleth,
Love ye while you may.

Use ye well the time of youth,
Do not care to count its flight,

Take to heart my words of truth,
And gaily live to live aright.

The heart, we know, to love is willing,
Not less willing to forget.

Think while its pulse is wildly thrilling,
Passion's sun may set.

Use ye well the time of youth,
Do not care to count its flight,

Take to heart my words of truth,
And gaily live to live aright.
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LIMITED.

Owing to the non-arrivctí of the Band
Parts of the AIR and GAVOTTE from
Massenet's "Manon," Madame ACETÉ will

sing—

Recitativo e Ballatetta di Nedda
from " Pagliacci " Leoncavallo

Recit.

Qual fiamma avea nel guardo !
G-li occlii abbassai per tema ch'ei leggesse il mio pensier segreto !
Oh ! s'ei mi sorprendesse,
Brutale come egli è !
Ma basti, or via. Son questi sogni paurosi e fole !
O che bel sole di mezz'agosto !
Io son piena di vita, e, tutta illanguidita
Per arcano desio, non so che bramo !
Oh ! che volo d'augelli, e quante strida !
Che chiedon 1 dove van 1 Chissà !
La mamma mia, che la buona ventura annunziava
Comprenderá il lor canto e a me bambina cosi cantava :
Hui !

Stridono lassù, liberamente
Lanciati a vol come frecce, gli augel.
Disfidano le nubi e il sol cocente,
E vanno per le vie del ciel.
Lasciateli vagar per l'atmosfera
Questi assetati d'azzurro e di splendor :
Seguono anch'essi un sogno, una chimera,
E vanno fra le nubi d'or !

Che incalzi il vento e latri la tempesta,
Con l'ali aperte san tutto sfidar ;
La pioggia, i lampi, nulla mai li arresta,
E vanno sugli abissi e i mar.

Vanno laggiù verso un paese strano
Che sognan forse e che cercano invan.
Ma i boemi del ciel seguon l'arcano
Poter che li sospinge, e van !



English Version.

Récit.

How fierce he looked and watched me !
I hung my head fearing lest he should discover my secret

thoughts of my lover !
Heav'ns, if he should suspect me,
With all his brutal ways !
Ho matter! I fear not ! These are but empty dreams and

idle fancies.
Shine, O thou glorious sun, upon me !
Ev'ry pulse is throbbing, glowing,
Like the tide my passion flowing,
Oh, my heart, my restless heart, where art thou going 1
Ah ! ye beautiful song birds, I hear your pinions !
What seek ye 1 Whither going !
Who knows i My mother knew the meaning of your sweet

voices.
And the song she sang me in happy childhood
Comes back for ever.

High!

High aloft they cry through Heav'n's blue ether
Launched in their flight like arrows of light
In the. sky ! The storm clouds and the tempest,
The sunlight defying, for ever flying
Thro' the boundless sky !

Afar ever they journey ! On, upward ever ;
On ! wearying never, their fetterless wings unfold.
They have their visions, their tender beautiful visions,
They soar for ever through clouds of gold.
What though the wind howls, and night is dark above them,
Spreading their pinions by planet and star,
No night dismays them, no storm delays them,
They soar for ever o'er sea and scar.

Far ! oh, so far ! they fly on wings untiring,
Seeking sweet regions that they may never know,
For what can bar their dreams and desiring ?
'Tis fate that leads them ! still on ! they go !
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Part Song "The Falcon" Brahms

See the falcon rise elate,
Eise on pinions broad and strong,
Takes the wind, then borne along,
Hovers o'er the castle gate.
Near the gate a maiden fair
Bathes her face in morning dew.
Mountain snow 'tis only you
With its brightness can compare.
See she lifts that face divine,
Lifts the lids that veil her eyes,

Only stars in purple skies
Can as purely, softly shine.
Spake the falcon, poised in air :—
" O thou maiden wondrous fair,
" Wash not thou those cheeks of thine,
" Lest they glisten like the snow,
"Veil, oh veil those eyes divine,
" Lest they pierce me through and through,
" Hide those charms for pity's sake,
" Or in twain my heart will break."
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VIOLONCELLO CONCERTO in D Lalo

1. PRELUDE: LENTO—ALLEGRO MAESTOSO.

2. INTERMEZZO: ANDANTINO CON MOTO-
ALLEGRO PRESTO.

3. FINALE: ANDANTE—ALLEGRO VIVACE.

Señor Pablo Casals.

Edouard Lalo was born at Lillo in the year 1823, and died in Paris
in the year 1892. To the English musical public he is undoubtedly
known mainly through his "Symphonie Espagnole " for solo violin and
orchestra, though in consideration of the excellence and beauty of that
work alone it seems strange that his position amongst the highest of the
modern French school has, in this country, hardly yet been realised.

As a composer Lalo combined a romantic and volatile imagination
with a temperamental tendency towards the larger symphonic forms of
expression, attributes that are most excellently and convincingly
displayed through the work here produced.

I. The first of the three movements of which the Concerto consists
is prefaced by a slow introductory section of a dramatic character, in the
key of D minor. This embodies two distinctive features. Firstly we
have a massive and sombre phrase for the orchestra, commencing—•

and secondly an extended ad libitmn passage for the soloist—

No. 2.

(AK -ft

ad lib. a tempo. s-^ad lib.
V-N /—\

■FTSiWH islTl

a tempo.

'• f hfè--
&C
*

"With a change in tempo to allegro maestoso the principal theme of the
movement is immediately given out, by the soloist, in strong and
broadly outlined phrases—
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The key is still that of the plaintive D minor, and a somewhat extended
exposition of the theme brings out an intensely passionate element.
Note should also be taken of a characteristic phrase of accompaniment—

No. 4. mf_

mo-ft- II r

It
?==8=3

:»
&c.

Bass Strings f" ~P-
i

-p-.-r- y -3 3
i I v

since it not only appears, at a later period, in conjunction with the
second principal theme, but is also put to a certain amount of in¬
dependent thematic use.

With the advent of the second principal subject we have a contrast,
for the strongly dramatic character of the music gives place to a vein of
pure and tranquil lyricism. The melody is given out by the soloist,
over a prolonged pedal bass, and in conjunction with the aforementioned
accompanying phrase No. 4—

No. 5.

m
Solo.^,.» p.-

pM
-

t=r^Tz

7^n 2 p
M H-i
tJ ^

—-k 1-
^ * «-J

• MI-—1
d -tu- ai .g,, • J é—

All the preceding themes and phrases enter conspicuously into the
construction of the movement, which is remarkably flexible. At the
commencement of the development section the massive orchestral tutti,
No. 1, re-appears as a solo theme, whilst the ad libitum phrase, No. 2,
is re-introduced in addition to the two principal themes. The reprise
is somewhat concentrated, and a fluent coda, in which the solo part is of
extreme brilliance, brings the movement to a conclusion with a fortissimo
orchestral tutti based upon No. 1.
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II. Delightfully capricious, both in sentiment and design, is the
second movement in which; the characteristics are alternately those of
the romance and the scherzo. Scored for a small orchestra it commences

with a dreamy little prelude for muted strings, from which, at the
twelfth bar, the solo instrument emerges with a theme of quaint and
plaintive simplicity—

No- 6"
Solo-

(r0:.»9 i| !:pjf rffjfw,- .7|\
-p-s—4

P

Joat-

o

espress.

^ '¡S ::

- T-P-r—i—Pr-f
kJ

#•' *•*
f

The accompaniment is a series of soft chords, mainly over a pedal bass,
—together with the interjection of a phrase from the string prelude.
An undulating passage for the soloist then leads into what we may term
the sclierzo section of the movement. Here the key changes from
G minor to G major, flutes and strings (pizzicato) maintain a prolonged
sequence of fleeting triplet figures, and the soloist enters with an
exhilarating dance measure of a peculiarly syncopated rhythm—

No. 7. Solo.

P &c.

Both sections, romance and scherzo, are then repeated. Singularly
charming and delicate is the conclusion of the movement, in which a

rapidly ascending passage for the soloist is complemented by a capricious
descending phrase for flutes, and terminated by faint reiterations of the
keynote from the strings (pizzicato).

III. The Finale commences with an impressive introductory section,
andante, in which the soloist gives out what is apparently a song or
romance theme, over a slowly descending passage for bass strings—

f espress. }p f &c.
From this, the main division of the movement, which is in rondo form,
is entered upon. An orchestral tutti slightly anticipates the first
principal theme, and leads through fortissimo strains to a change from
the minor to the major mode and to the entry of the soloist—
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This is complemented by a graceful episode evolved from the song-theme
of the introduction ; after which the opening section is completed by a

further, and slightly altered version of No. 9, followed by a brilliant
coda.

The second principal theme is anticipated—-fortissimo—by the
orchestra, and then approached through a preliminary phrase for the
soloist. And here we come to a peculiarly charming effect, for the
theme is given out by the solo violoncello in combination with a solo
clarinet over a pizzicato string accompaniment—
No. 10. Solo 'CeUoand Clarinet 8va. lower^_

a
; ^S~ I

Bass Strings 8va. lower.

m 3tr

N I

m s s

3 3 3 U
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&e.

Such are the main ideas from which the movement is evolved, though,
naturally, various subsidiaries also enter more or less conspicuously into
a scheme which, though ingenious, is by no means involved.

Monsieur Alfred Bruneau, eminent both as composer and critic, once

remarked: "Lalo was a symphonist, and I venture to think that he
derived his power from that very fact." Here we have a key to the
present concerto as a whole, for the composer's treatment of his themes,
though lucid, is yet essentially symphonic throughout. At the same
time Lalo has also accomplished what is notoriously a difficult task, in the
matter of scoring effectively for orchestra and solo violoncello. Quite
possibly, too, the extreme brilliance with which the ideas are frequently
treated by the soloist, combined with the close-knit nature of the
general scheme, may account for the omission of any prolonged cadenza
of a purely ornamental type.

In conclusion one particular point should be noted, namely, that
the music is to a certain extent reflective of Spanish characteristics.
The full score of the concerto bears the inscription "A mon ami
Adolphe Fischer."

[H. McC.
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ç An Electric Bell will be rung two minutes before
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PAET II.

SYMPHONY No. 5 in C minor Beethoven

ALLEGRO CON BRIO.

ANDANTE CON MOTO.

SCHERZO—ALLEGRO.

FINALE—ALLEGRO.

None of the invaluable legacies left by Ludwig V. Beethoven can

surpass the Symphony in C minor in grandeur, depth of feeling and
masterly treatment. Written at a time when he was comparatively
independent, and not yet entirely deprived of the sense of hearing, this
work bears the impress of the Michael Angelo of music in every bar,
and though more than a century has elapsed since it was produced for the
first time, no modern composer has ever approached the wonderful,
sublime conception of its immortal author.

It begins Allegro con brio, abruptly, and without preparation or
introduction, with the following striking phrase—

''It is thus that fate knocked at the door," said Beethoven to Schindler,
when describing his idea of the mystical character of this movement, and
throughout you may trace the stern decree of destiny, at the commencement—

1 1 ! H s s
—

. . « ¡tí —S>-

^ j> LU j-—-r—-1
when, modulating to E flat—

if

interrupting a lovely, passionate melody, which seems like a supplication
for mercy—
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or following a heroic resolution to struggle manfully with adversity—

1
jSL ' v Ji-*-J J i7"ri

y P ^ ^

-f J r
the significant pitiless knock of fate is heard again and again.

In the second part, after a fierce conflict, and some masterly
modulations to F and G minor, there appears to be a momentary lull,
or may be exhaustion, which is, however, immediately succeeded by a
fresh outburst, leading, after a pause on the dominant, with a few
plaintive notes of the Oboe, to a repetition of the principal features of
the first part, including the supplicating phrase (this time in C major)
and terminating with an exciting climax in the original key.

The Andante con moto in A flat, 3-8, with its soothing melody
led by Violas and Violoncellos—
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its modulation to C major, introducing the second subject—

its return to the first motive, varied and enriched by the resources of
the great master, and its thoroughly Beetliovenish Coda, is in every
respect worthy of the author ; but in the last movement, beginning in
the form of a Scherzo, the originality, vastness of design and excellency
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of treatment reach a point of sublimity which, had he written nothing
else, would have secured unperishing fame for its creator. It begins
in a vague and dreamy manner, Allegro, C minor, 3-4, stopping at the
dominant—

poco rif.

the same phrase being repeated, somewhat lengthened ; then a bold
motive is introduced by the Horns in unison jT—

resumed in B flat minor, with its pause on the dominant F. The second
subject then appears again, with a different treatment of the Orchestra,
but only to give place once more to the first, most ingeniously spun out,
combined with a new figure in the Violins, and finishing vigorously on

the tonic (C minor). The basses now take the lead, /, in C major—
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answered by the Violas and Violins, and after a most original suspension
on the dominant this Trio comes apparently to a full close, the Flutes
entering pp, with the same figure first allotted to the basses ; but when
least expected, the rather lively movement is interrupted, and the
original subject with its expressive pause, falls once more on the ear
with its charming tinge of melancholy. The bold motive of the Horns,
now given pp and in fragments, alternately to the Clarinets and Oboes,
then pizzicato to the Violins, is carried on for some time, when suddenly
all movement, save in the drums pp, is stopped, and the wonderful
magician, with only a third—
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in the basses, creates a feeling of mystery and awe, which has no

parallel in any other musical piece existing. During fifteen bars these
two notes seem to keep you under a spell, then gradually employing
part of the first motive of the Scherzo, and after an irresistible crescendo
on the dominant, the ear actually panting for a resolution after so long
a suspense, a strain of triumph and victory is at last ushered in by the
full power of the Orchestra, increased by the Trombones which had not
been employed before, sueli as to overwhelm the hearer by its grandeur
and splendour—

i
Allegro.
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On it goes, swelling, rolling like the waves of the ocean. Excelsior—higher
still—soaring in its noble simplicity over the trammels and miseries of life. A
second majestic subject follows in the dominant—
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whioh brings us back to the glorious Entrain. After the repeat the
second subject is introduced again in every possible form, first in the
"Violins, then in the basses, inverted : brought closer, modulating from
A major to A minor, F, B flat major and minor, till it reaches the
dominant, when, combining the subjects together on a most effective
bass pedal, everything seems to lead to the conclusion ; but no !—one
last look must be given to the past—the Scherzo begins once more,
though only for a few bars, there being no more time for wavering or
indecision. The heroic strain introduced again by a crescendo, goes now
on uninterruptedly, the second and third subjects follow in due course in
the tonic, the movement is increased to sempre più, Allegro, at last to
Presto, and the jubilant Finale terminates worthily this matchless
masterwork.
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Scene and Air,...(from Samlet)....Ambroise Thomas
Madame àckté.

Tliis is the operatic version of Ophelia's "mad scene." As,
however, it represents also her fall into the water (which, in the play, it
will be remembered, is only described), the French librettists cause the
hapless maid to enact it, not in "a chamber in the palace," but in a
field by the river. Here a number of peasant girls and youths are

celebrating the return of spring, when Ophelia enters and asks to bo
allowed to join them. Her manner and her grief throw a gloom over
them, and at the end of her "ballade " tliey sadly and respectfully move
away. Left to herself, Ophelia stoops over the water, gradually falls
in, and, as the curtain descends, is seen drifting away to " muddy death. "

The opera "Hamlet" was produced at Paris in 18G8, and given
for the first time in England at Covent Garden in 1869, Madame Christine
Nilsson being the Ophelia, and Mr. (now Sir) Charles Santlcy the Hamlet.

Recit.

A vos jeux, mes amis, permettez moi de grâce
De prendre part ! nul n'a suivi ma trace !
J'ai quitté le palais aux premiers feux du jour,
Des larmes de la nuit la terre était mouillée ;
Et l'alouette, avant l'aube éveillé,
Planait dans l'air !

Mais vous, pourquoi parlez-vous bas 1
Ne me reconnaissez-vous pas 1
Hamlet est mon époux, et je suis Ophélie !

Andante.

Un doux serment nous lie,
Il m'a donné son cœur en échange du mien,
Et si quelqu'un vous dit
Qu'il me fuit et m'oublie, n'en croyez rien.

Recit.

S'il trahissait sa foi, j'en perdrais la raison !
Partagez-vous mes fleurs ! à toi cette humble branche
De romarin sauvage ; à toi cette pervenche.
Et maintenant, écoutez ma chanson.
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Ballade.

I.

Pâle ofc blonde, dort sous l'eau profonde
La Willis au regard de feu !
Que Dieu garde, celui qui s'attarde
Dans la nuit au bord du flot bleu !

Heureuse l'épouse aux bras de l'époux !
Mon âme est jalouse d'un bonheur si doux

II.

Ah ! cher époux ! ah ! cher amant !
Ah ! doux aveu ! ah ! tendre serment !

Bonheur suprême !
Ah ! cruel ! Je t'aime !

Cruel ! tu vois mes pleurs !
Ah ! pour toi je meurs !

English Version.

Fecit.

In your sports, oh my friends, allow me
To take part ! no one doth follow me !
I quitted the palace at the first break of morn,
The tears of the night on the earth still lay,
And the lark towards heaven directed its way,
Soaring aloft in the dawn !
But you, why do you speak so low 1
Surely my name you know ?
Hamlet is my husband, and I am Ophelia.

Andante.

Love's tender bonds our hearts entwine,
He gave me his, I gave him mine,
And if they say he has forgot,
And loves no more, believe them not.



Récit.

If he betray his faith I'll not survive it Ion
Divide my flowers among you !
Here's rosemary, that's for remembrance.
Now listen to my song.

Ballad.

I.

Pale and blonde 'neath the lake profound,
Sleeps the water nymph with the fatal ray
May heaven protect the belated wight,
Who happens beside those waters to stray.
Happy the wife on her husband's arm,
I envy their lot so sweet and calm.

II.

Ah ! happy love ! ah ! happy spouse !
Ah ! sweet confession ! ah ! tender vows !

Joy all joys above, ah ! cruel thee I love !
Cruel one thou hearest my sigh !
Ah ! for thee I die !

J. N. S
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Songs—

(a) " Heimliche Aufforderung ' '

(b) " Iierzog Magnus"

(g) " Lenz " H-ildach

Sibelius

Strauss

Madame Ackïé.

(a) " HEIMLICHE AUFFORDERUNG."

Auf ! hebe die funkelnde Schale empor zum Mund
Und trinke beim Freudenmahle dein Herz gesund.
Und wenn du sie hebsfc, so winke mir lieimlich zu,

Dann liichle ich und dann trinke ich still wie du.
Und still gleich mir betrachte um uns das Heer
Der trunken Schwatzer ; veracbte sie nicht zu sehr.
Nein, hebe die blinkende Schale, gefüllt mit Wein,
Und lass beim lârmenden Mahle sie gliicklieh sein.

Doch hast du das Mahle genossen, den Durst gestillt,
Dann verlasse der lauten Genossen, festfreudiges ISild,
Und wandle hinaus in den Garten zum Rosenstrauch,
Dort will ich dich dann erwarten, nach altem Brauch,
Und will an die Brust dir sinken, eh' du's gchofft,
Und deine Kiisse trinken, wie eh'mals oft,
Und flechten in deine Haare der Rose Praeht,
O komm', du wunderbare, ersehnte Nacht.
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English Version.

Up ! lift now the sparkling gold cup to the lip and drink !
And leave not a drop in the goblet filled full to the brink.
And as thou dost pledge me, let thine eyes rest on me,
Then I will respond to thy smile and gaze all silent on thee ;

Then let thy eyes bright wander around o'er the comrades
Gay and merry. Oh, do not despise them, love ;

Nay ! lift up the sparkling gold goblet and join the sway,
Let them rejoice and be happy this festive day.

But when thou hast drunk and eaten, no longer stay ;
Bise and turn thine eyes from the drinkers and hasten away !
And wending thy steps to the garden, where blush the roses fair,
Come to the sheltering arbour ! I'll meet thee there ;
And soft on thy bosom resting, let me adore
Thy beauty, drink thy kisses as oft before.
I'll twine around thy fair forehead the roses white ;
Oh come, thou wondrous bliss-bestowing, longed-for night !
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« HERZOG MAGNUS."

Herzog Magnus stand am Fenster
Traiimend sah er in die Wogen,
Wie am Fusse seines Sehlosses

Mondbegliinzt dahin sie zogen.

Voll von Kummer, dass den Yater
Rib der Tod ihm von der Seito,
Und das Blut nun floss in Stromen

In verrucbten Briiderstreite.

Herzog Magnus siebt vom Fenster
Durch die Flut sicb wiegend schwingen
Fine wunderschône Nixe,
Und er hort sie lieblich singen.
" Herzog Magnus," lass' dir rathen,
" Komm' zu mir vom Scbloss hernieder,
Heine jugendlichen Glieder
Bade in den klaren Fluthen

Deine Augen will ich kiissen,
Holder Fiirst, mich an dich schmiegen,
Will in meinen Weissen Armen

Singend dich zur Ruhe wiegen."

Herzog Magnus, wie er lauschet,
Wie er schaut und wie er hôret,
Schwingt hinaus sieh aus dem Fenster,
Von der Nixe-sang bethôret,

Weilet, sanft von ibr umfangen,
Lange dort im Nixenlande ;
Unter Blumen, friedlich schlummernd
Fand man morgens ibn am Strande.
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English Version.

"BARON MAGNUS"

Baron Magnus at his window
Of the waves of Vettern dreaming,
Watches them surround his castle,
In the moonlight palely gleaming.
Sorrow hath his soul enfolded,
That his father's life is going,
And that blood in brother's quarrels,
In red rivers should be flowing.

Baron Magnus from his window,
Where the moonlight palely gleameth,
Sees a mermaid gently rocking,
Beautiful and free she seemeth.

" Baron Magnus," thrice she ealleth,
"Come to me thy castle leaving,
I will banish all thy sorrow
Where my cooling waves are heaving.

Let me kiss thee on thy forehead,
Come my Prince, O come to me,
I will hold thee to my bosom,
On golden harp will play to thee ! "

Baron Magnus from his window,
Listened to the mermaid calling,
Saw her beauty, came towards her,
Through the gleaming waters falling ;

There until the morrow's dawning,
Safe he wandered in her keeping,
And was found by those who sought him
Gently on some violets sleeping.
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(c) "LENZ."
Die Finken schlagen, der Lenz ist da,
Und keiner kann sagen, wie es geschah !
Er ist leise kommen wolil übei- Nacht
Und plotzlich entglommen in aller Pracht ;
Es rieseln die Quellen, es wehet lau,
Die Knospen schwéllen, der Himmel ist blau !
Lasst lauten die Glocken fern und nah ;

Sie solien frohlocken : Der Lenz ist da !

English Version.

"SPRING."

The finch is winging, the Spring is here,
No sign with her bringing how she drew near !
.Came, so softly going through the night,
And to all is glowing in splendour bright ;
Glad fountains are willing mid waving dew,
The green buds swelling, the heaven is blue !
Swing bells, merry ringing, far and near,
All joyously singing : fair Spring is here.

MARCH from Suite "Karelia" Sibelius

" Karelia," a term of geographical significance, indicates a province
in the south-eastern region of Finland, and, according to a certain
Finnish writer, "the Karelian represents the bright, the Tavast the
dark side of the national type." That the Karelian, however, is of a
somewhat curiously composite temperament is evidenced by the same
writer's further characterisation of him as "a born poet and a born
trader." And presumably upon a conception of the former attribute
Sibelius has musically idealised the type in an Overture (Op. 10) and a
Suite (Op. 11), under the title "Karelia,"—a certain thematic relation¬
ship existing between the two works.

The excerpt under consideration, which forms the Finale to the
Suite, is constructed upon a modification of Sonata or first movement
form, rather than upon the accepted march or three-part form, with its
well-defined and contrasting Trio section.
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